
Sasha Charms, Founder and CEO of Stiletto Charm 

 

With a unique isio  for o forta le o e ’s foot ear, Sasha leads 
the High Performance High Heel movement with Stiletto Charm. 

 

The Search for Comfortable Heels                                                                

Sasha’s idea for uildi g a  o li e retailer (solely arou d 
comfortable high heels) started one evening when her internet 

search for comfortable high heels went sour.  Her search results 

showed lengthy lists of o forta le gra d a heels  – the exact 

heels of hi h Sasha as ’t looki g.  There were many 

results/brands that said they were comfortable shoes, but they 

did ’t ha e a y pro e  features for o fort to justify their lai s.  After multiple searches and 

endless hours of frustration, Sasha found a small bunch of designers worldwide offering trendy 

and comfortable high heels with promising comfort. 

 

The Creation of Stiletto Charm 

The outrageous and taxing hunt for those few proven comfortable designer heels led Sasha to 

the creation of StilettoCharm.com.  Sasha knew there needed to be a quicker and more simple 

process for women to find trendy, comfortable high heels with just one click and on one 

platform.  With Stiletto Charm women no longer need to scavenge the web for comfortable 

high heels.  Sasha merges the brands worldwide engineering High Performance High Heels all 

into one site, creating an effortless shopping experience for the customer. 

 

The Unique Selection Process 

The CEO hand selects the designer brands and shoes that make it to Stiletto Charm.  The shoes 

selected are exclusively High Performance High Heels engineered with comfort technologies. 

Sasha takes seriously the research and development tied with each shoe.  When the 

technologies in a shoe show to help solve a problem, Sasha inducts the shoe into the Stiletto 

Charm line-up of featured shoes.  With this distinct selection process, Sasha can properly vet 

the comfortable heels from the pretenseful ones, and customers can rest assure they are 

getting quality high heels researched to be more comfortable than traditional high heel shoes.  

 

Co fortable high heels are ade i  the lab.  — Sasha Charms 

 

On a Mission 

Sasha is also a blogger in the High Performance High Heel Community where she is an 

influential figure.  She is considered the leading blogger in this space with tens of thousands of 

followers on social media and growing.  

 

Sasha holds a B.A. in Business/Managerial Economics and an A.S. in Biochemistry from San 

Francisco State University.  She is a High Heel Technologist and Footwear Consultant.  Sasha 

enjoys rolling up her sleeves exploring new ideas and technologies for making high heeled 

footwear more comfortable, wearable, and enjoyable to wear.  

https://www.stilettocharm.com/

